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COMMISSIONING EXPERIENCES OF BHEL COMPRESSORS AT
H.W.P.MANUGURU

P.V.Joshi and M.Venugopal , HWP(H)

Five numbers of gas booster compressors forming heart of
each stream of exchange unit of HWP (Manuguru) are used to
make up the pressure loss in circulating the H2S gas
through the exchange unit towers.For X.U.-I,these machines
are designed and supplied by M/S BHEL,Hyderabad.The specifi-
cations of the machines are given as annexure-I.First three
gas boosters are identical while fourth and fifth are dif-
ferent .

These are single stage centrifugal compressors with overhung
construction.The rotor is supported by front and rear jour-
nal bearings of 200 mm & 100 mm size respectively and
thrust load is taken by a tilting pad thrust bearing.Gear
coupling is used between the compressor and motor.The first
four compressors are directly coupled with the motor while
the fifth booster of smaller size is coupled to the motor
through a speed increasing gear.

Dedicated lube oil system supplies oil through screw pumps
,cooler, filters (25 & 5 microns) and oil pressure adjusting
valves for all the bearings and coupling.Lube oil overhead
tank supplies oil during the power failure taking care of
the bearing lubrication during the coasting down period of
the compressors.

A dedicated seal oil system is provided with screw pumps,
coolers, filters (25 & 10 microns), accumulators with rubber
bladders and overhead tanks for supplying seal oil to the
compressor seal.

The sealing in the compressor is done with 'O' rings, lapped
surfaces, labyrinth seals and oil seals. A positive oil
flow is maintained towards the gas side (with DP of 0.9
Kg/cm2 between the seal oil inlet and the reference gas
from the compressor) to ensure the sealing against the
gas.This is achieved by the seal oil overhead tank by virtue
of its location at an elevation above the center line of the
compressor.The overhead tank is pressure balanced with
reference gas from the compressor casing after labyrinth.One
emergency seal oil overhead tank is provided to take care of
the requirement of seal oil in case of very low oil level in
the seal oil overhead tank.This tank is also located at an
elevation above center line of the compressor and is pres-
sure balanced with the gas in the compressor casing.(Refer
to Fig.No.1)

The 'Low pressure ' and the 'High pressure 'floating oil
film seals are full rings made from aluminium alloy with
diametrical clearances of 0.28 mm and 0.06 mm
respectively.Both the HP and the LP seals are stationary and
the sealing is provided by the oil film in the seal clear-
ances.Both the seals are provided with anti-rotation
pins.Most of the seal oil flow of about 30 litres per minute
takes place through the LP oil seal thereby taking away the
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frictional heat generated.The HP seal through which a snail
flow of oil is maintained provides the positive sealing
against the gas in the compressor.The HP seal outlet oil is
collected in a drain tank which is subsequently drained to
drums through degassing tank.The LP seal outlet oil is
returned back to the seal oil reservoir.

The mechanical run test was conducted at M/S BHEL works as
per A.P.I. 617.The compressors were run at Maximum continu-
ous speed for four hours and at 110% of maximum continuous
speed for ten minutes.Vibrations and temperatures were
observed and were found to be within the code stipulations.
Performance run test was also conducted at M/S BHEL works
and the thermodynamic performance was found to be satisfac-
tory.

Commissioning Activities

1 The pumps and the valves in the system were rivisioned.

2 The tanks were cleaned and charged with flushing oil.

3 The top half of the bearings was removed and the lube oil
circuit flushing was carried out.The termination of the
flushing was done when the temporary strainer installed in
the loop was found to get loaded no more.

4 The flushing oil was drained completely, bearings were
cleaned and fixed back and fresh oil was charged.

5 The seal oil lines were flushed bypassing the seals.After
termination of the flushing ,fresh oil was charged and the
seals were taken in line.

6 No load run of the Motor was conducted for 4 hours dura-
tion.During this,motor winding temperatures, bearing temper-
atures, current drawn were observed.

7 The alignment of the compressors was done.

8 All the alarm & trip operations were simulated and suc-
cessfully tested.

9 The compressors were pressurised with nitrogen gas and
all the joints were leak tested successfully.

10 The compressors were run with nitrogen gas.Vibrations at
journal bearings, axial displacement, temperatures of the
bearings were observed to be normal. The sour oil flow rate
through the HP seal collected in drain tanks was measured
and found to be about 250 Ltrs/day .

11 The compressors were run with H2S gas after the
N2"H2° c o l d run,N2-H2O hot run and protective
iron sulphide film formation of X.U.-I at a system pressure
of 14.0 Kg/CnTg.



Problems faced during the Couissioning

I Seal oil flow into the lube oil systen

The seaa oil coining out from the L.P.Seal which is normally
uncontaminated with H2S and which is the heat carrier
of the seal was observed to be getting collected in the lube
oil reservoir.The seal oil is likely to get contaminated
with H2S over a period of time due to diffusion of the
gas in the seal oil overhead tank and hence mixing of seal
oil with lube oil will result in contamination of lube oil
with H2S. Even traces of H2S gas are not acceptable
in lube oil due to the white metal of the bearings and hence
this problem was very serious. The quantity of this transfer
flow was considerable .The same was excessive in case of
Booster-5 ,where the breather provided on the LP seal oil
outlet port was found to be overflowing with oil.The seal
oil reservoir level was found to be reducing drastically and
the lube oil reservoir level was raising due to this.

The LP seal oil coming out of the LP seal flows through a
pouch to the seal oil reservoir.Labyrinth seal is provided
on the shaft after the LP seal collection pouch .The pouch
is joined to 1.5 inch diameter line to the seal oil reser-
voir.The bearing housing located next to the LP seal oil
outlet port is also provided with labyrinth seal towards the
LP seal oil outlet port.An intermediate port is provided
between these two labyrinths with a communication hole of 50
MM in the bottom portion of this port connected to the
bearing housing.(Refer to Fig.No.2)

The LP seal oil was getting collected in this intermediate
port and subsequently was entering the bearing housing
through the communication hole mentioned above. The collec-
tion of the seal oil in the intermediate port was suspected
to be both due to oil passage over the labyrinth due to
larger labyrinth clearances and level build up of LP seal
oil in the LP oil outlet port because of inadequate draining
rate of LP seal oil from LP seal outlet to the seal oil
reservoir.Further,there was an offset between the LP seal
oil outlet port and the piping connection adding to the
resistance for flow.

The following corrective actions were carried out to over-
come this problem.

1 The LP seal oil outlet pipe line layout was causing a
level build up in the LP oil port as vertical drop provided
at the port immediate outlet was very small and the line was
not having full bore flow.L.P. oil outlet line lay out was
changed providing larger vertical leg at the LP seal outlet
port,thereby avoiding level buildup in the port.

2 An ejector was provided on the LP seal oil outlet line to
the seal oil reservoir for additional driving force for LP
seal oil flow to the reservoir .The power fluid for the
ejector was drawn from the seal oil pumps discharge.
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4 To reduce the oil passage over the labyrinth seal,the LP
seal side labyrinth seal clearances were reduced by replace-
ment of SS fins with aluminium fins in the labyrinth.A shaft
deflector bushing was mounted on the shaft prior to the LP
seal side labyrinth for additional resistance for the oil
flow along the shaft to the intermediate port.

5 The LP seal oil outlet pouch was enlarged from 28 MM
diameter to 42 MM diameter reducing the resistance for flow
in the pouch.

6 8 MM diameter hole was drilled in the intermediate port
and the same was piped back to the seal oil reservoir. The
50 MM communication hole between the intermediate port and
the bearing housing was blocked.With this.any oil collected
in the intermediate port gets drained to the seal oil reser-
voir.

The modifications on the machines were carried out at M/S
BHEL, Hyderabad after disassembly of parts and subsequently
the problem of seal oil entry to lube oil side was not
faced.

II Excessive HP oil flow rate

During running of the machines, the HP seal outlet oil
.which is contaminated with HoS and can not be reused was
found to be about 300 ltrs/day instead of the specified
value of about 30 ltrs/day.

As high rate of sour oil generation can not be tolerated
both from the point of view of cost and the pollution
.attempts were made to reduce the DP value in order to
reduce the'HP oil flow rate.Restriction orifice vas placed
in the seal oil inlet line to the seal .thereby reducing the
DP across seal oil inlet and the reference gas.This reduced
the HP oil generation to some extent.But the variation in
the oil temperature and minor fluctuations in the reference
gas pressure reflect on the DP .which has to be maintained
at a very low value below which sealing will malfunction,
of 3MWC to achieve 30 ltrs/day sour oil leak rate.It has
been seen that with oil temperature variation from 37°C
to 45°C, the DP varied from 6.3 to 3.6 MWC. Further
any fluctuations in the gas flow are reflected in the refer-
ence gas pressure and hence the DP across the seal oil inlet
and the reference gas varies with the same. The boosters are
provided with trip and casing cJepressurisation logic in case
of low DP value of 2 MWC as otherwise positive sealing is
not there against the gas. With these limitations, the DP
value of about 6 MWC is being maintained with suitable
orifice. HP oil leak rate of about 300 ltrs/day is there
under these conditions.If the seal oil overhead tank can be
lowered by about 6 meters, then the system can be operated
without any orifice in the seal oil inlet line at a DP of
about 4 MWC and the sour oil rate can be reduced to about
100 ltrs/day.This modification can be carried out after
assessing the diffusion of H2S to the LP seal oil during the
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LP operatior of the plant. It nay be pointed out that the
temperature variation will not cause any DP fluctuation when
the orifice in seal oil inlet is removed.

Further; it was observed that the HP oil outlet flow rate
was more when the LP seal clearance is lesser for same HP
seal clearance. This is basically due to the increase in the
DP available at HP seal because of reduced LP seal oil
outlet flow at lesser LP seal clearance. With this, it is
better to go for higher LP seal clearance. LP seals with
larger clearances were tried with better results.

III Disengagement and failure of the rubber bladders
of the Seal oil Accumulators

As an improvement over the existing arrangement of seal oil
system at HWP(Kota), accumulators with neoprene rubber
bladders housed in them were provided at HWP(M). These
bladders are separating the seal oil of overhead tank and
the seal oil supply to the seal.With this arrangement, the
seal oil supply will be floating on the overhead tank with-
out being in contact with the reference gas, thereby avoid-
ing contamination of seal oil in reservoir by gas diffusion
in the seal oil overhead tank.The neoprene rubber bladder
was joined to a stainless steel piece by vulcanizing and
this assembly is housed in a accumulator .The whole bladder
separately filled with 450 litres of oil from top is sup-
ported on the above valcanized joint. Normally it is recom-
mended to operate the system in such a way that the bladders
are always floating on the oil below them.But any drain down
of this oil below the bladders causes the full load of
bladder with oil in it to come on the valcanized joint
causing frequent failure at the joint and the bladder used
to fall down in the accumulator. This was blocking the oil
supply to seal from overhead tank. Further, the overhead
tank level remains healthy as oil is not draining.

This leads to a risky situation during operation, as the
emergency oil supply valve opens only on the very low level
signal from the overhead tank. So even when the seal oil
pumps stop, the emergency oil supply valve does not open, as
the level in the overhead tank does not reduce. Hence the
seals are starved of oil and the gas can escape to the
atmosphere in addition to the risk of the seizure of the
seals.

To avoid this, the accumulators were taken out of line and a
pipe connection was made from seal oil overhead tank oil
outlet to the seal.

IV Excessive failure of annunciator cards of the local panel
of the boosters

Each gas booster is provided with one local control panel
from which all the operations for starting and stopping of
boosters are carried out.These panels are having local
annunciation panel for the compressor parameters. During the
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commissioning time, the failure rate of these cards was very
high. It was noticed that the control supply for these cards
was 110V DC and this was causing excessive heat generation
in the annunciators and the same could not be adequately
removed. To overcome this problem, the annunciation cards
were got modified for 24 volt DC control supply and the
control supply was also changed to 24 volts DC. This drasti-
cally reduced the cards failure rate to almost nil.

V Problens faced during Assembly and Disassembly

1 End cover removal

During disassembly, it was seen that the removal fixture
with balance weight for the end cover weighing 6.16 Te. was
very long and this heavy weight used to swing and hit the
suction pipe flange due to very little gap available between
end cover and suction pipe line. The length of the fixture
was reduced, hook's new position-was calculated and re-made.
The balance weights were accordingly calculated and used.

2 Impeller removal

During the removal of the impeller ,the balancing weights
were used as per the instruction manual, but the same were
found to be inadequate and the impeller came down dangerous-
ly. Later the counter weights required were calculated and
100 Kg. additional balance weight was used successfully.

Conclusions

After the modifications and test runs with nitrogen gas,the
compressors are being run with HoS gas for low pressure
production run of exchange unit-x.The performance of the
compressors is being monitored closely.Except for high HP
seal outlet oil flow rate,the performance is normal.The seal
oil mixing with lube oil is totally eliminated.For reducing
the HP oil outlet flow rate.it is planned to reduce the DP
across the seal oil inlet and the reference gas to 4 MWC by
bringing down the seal oil overhead tank to about 5 meters
elevation above the center line of the compressor after
establishing that the diffusion of the gas into the oil at a
DP of 4 MWC is not contaminating the seal oil in the reser-
voir.With this,all the throttling devices in the seal oil
inlet line to the seal will be removed,eliminating the DP
variations with temperature. Tolerable HP oil leakage of
about 100 ltrs/day is expected with DP of 4 MWC.
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Annexure-I

Boosters 1 . 2 1 3

Capacity,Te/Hr of
H2S gas saturated
with water vapor

Suction Pressure,Kg/Cm29

Suction Temperature,°C

Inlet volume,M3/Hr

Discharge Pressure,Kg/C*2g

Discharge Temp.,°C

Total Power at
coupling, KW

Normal speed, RPM

Motor Rating, KW

Type of motor cooling

595

19.20

33

10717

21.30

45

2093

2980

2500

CACW

Booster 4.

602

18.20

33

20595

20.20

45

1902

2980

2500

CACW

Booster 5.

113

17.5

33

4443

20.3

45

550

6850

700

CACA



FIG NO 1 SEAL OIL SYSTEM
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FIG NO. 2 COMPRESSOR ASSEMBIV
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